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• Tech devices and advances have disrupted every aspect of our
lives, and spending on the underlying enabling technologies
that enable their development and production should remain
high over the next decade as both disrupting and incumbent
companies continue to invest to grab or defend market share.

• We have identified five mainstream enabling technologies –
artificial intelligence (AI), augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/
VR), big data, cloud computing and 5G – that are set to
transform many industries over the next decade. We expect
them to grow in aggregate by an average 12.8% annually,
from USD 420bn in 2017 to USD 1.1trn in 2025.

• Hence, we believe enabling technologies offer solid long-term
growth as technological disruption is an irreversible trend.
Investors can take part in this by investing in a diversified way
in our theme of enabling technologies, with leading software
and semiconductor companies emerging as winners.

Our view
Disruptive innovation is a term coined by Harvard University professor
Clayton Christensen. It refers to processes in which a product or
service takes initial root in simple applications at the bottom end of a
market before moving relentlessly up the value chain and eventually
displacing established competitors. Trends like e-commerce, fintech
and automation have demonstrated how technology can dislocate
markets in a short time span. Incumbents now realize that disruption
is an irreversible trend and are adapting to the new normal according
to the long-standing principle "if you can't beat them, join them."

As a result, interest from technology disruptors and incumbents alike
in investing in enabling technologies (ETs) that drive innovation is
increasing. The five mainstream ETs we have identified as likely to
create significant economic value over the next few years include AI,
AR/VR, big data, cloud and 5G. For example, an AI chatbot can help
a bank and a tech disruptor both to improve their fintech offering,
while AR/VR can aid a retailer and a tech company in bettering their
e-commerce offerings. We expect these five ET industries to grow
by an average 12.8% annually, from USD 420bn last year to USD
1.1trn in 2025. We see enabling technologies as one of the best ways
to invest in technological advances and expect a double-digit rate
of earnings growth. Investors, in our view, will be best rewarded by
taking diversified exposure to companies involved in ETs. Software and
semiconductor companies with superior pricing power and high entry
barriers should fare particularly well, in our view.

This report has been prepared by UBS AG and UBS Financial Services Inc. (UBS FS). Please see important disclaimers and disclosures at the end of the document.



Key drivers
Demand for enabling technologies will be strong over the next
decade, in our view, thanks to three key factors:

Technological advances: Technology has become so ubiquitous in
our lives that it has redefined the meaning of everyday English.
"Cloud" now refers to computing delivered through a network;
"tablet" means a smart device used to browse; and "to stream"
equates with playing videos on the internet. In our report "The eco-
nomics behind long-term themes" published on 20 February, we
highlighted how technological disruption has only begun.

Despite the strong growth, penetration ratios of key technological
trends are only in the early stages. For example, e-commerce pene-
tration has just crossed 10% in a few markets, whereas fintech pen-
etration based on our recent report is still in low-single digits. Against
this backdrop, we think major technology companies will continue
to focus on investing in the enabling technologies that power these
disruptive trends. Meanwhile, incumbents are not being left behind
because they are realizing the benefits of technology. In our fintech
theme, we highlighted how traditional banks enjoy higher return on
equity (RoE) and lower cost-to-income when they invest in fintech
technology. We also discussed how traditional retailers that embrace
e-commerce are benefiting from above-average growth. As a result,
we see enabling technologies companies occupying a sweet spot as
they benefit from the spending of both tech disruptors and incum-
bents. For instance, investing in cloud helps a tech disruptor launch a
fintech service through an app that lowers its time-to-market, while
for a incumbent bank it can help reduce its data center costs and
streamline processes, thus leveling the playing field. Similar examples
can be shared across industries like retail, ride-sharing, leisure, etc.

Fig. 1: Tech disruption has only just begun
The many forces of technology disruption and enabling
technologies

Source: UBS, as of May 2018

Fig. 2: Enabling technologies (ET) is in a sweet
spot

Source: UBS, as of May 2018
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Fig. 3: An average week in the life of enabling technologies
Activities across industries
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Changing consumer lifestyles: Millennials, who make up 27% of
the global population today, are digital natives who are changing con-
sumer lifestyles. Driven by a desire to stay connected at all times and
the need to efficiently multitask throughout a busy day, most of us
have become digital omnivores. In an average week, two billion mes-
sages are exchanged between businesses and customers on Facebook
Messenger (big data), according to Facebook; 14 billion minutes of
video and voice calls take place on Whatsapp (5G), according to
Facebook; 800,000 smart speakers (AI) are shipped in the US, and 500
million users visit app stores (cloud), according to Apple; and 200,000
virtual reality devices are sold, according to IDC and Bloomberg Intel-
ligence. This increasing consumerization trend will lead, in our view,
to greater demand for the enabling technologies that support the
megatrends.

Need to drive further enterprise productivity: Technology has
boosted economic growth via productivity improvements (personal
computers, office automation, etc.) in a low-growth environment,
and the need to raise productivity further has only increased. As
a result, an incremental shift is occurring in the nature of enter-
prise spending away from merely maintaining legacy technologies
to introducing emerging technologies, with cloud, big data and AI
as the key beneficiaries. Thanks to the disruptive nature of many of
these enabling technologies, we see significant economic value being
added globally over the next few years through efficiency gains.
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How big is the addressable market?
The five enabling technologies that we think will transform the global
economy over the next decade account today for only mid-teens of
global IT spending. Thanks to their widespread adoption by disruptors
and incumbent companies alike, they represent one of the fastest
growing areas within the domain of IT expenditures, and we expect
the amount devoted to them to rise from USD 420bn last year to USD
1.1trn in 2025, an average annual growth rate of 12.8%, three times
faster than that for overall global IT spending. In the next few sections,
we provide explain why we believe the five enabling technologies are
set to transform many industries.

Artificial intelligence
AI is commonly defined as "the theory and development of com-
puter systems able to perform tasks that normally require human
intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-
making, and translation between languages." More practically, we
think of AI as a set of tools and programs that makes software
"smarter" so that an outside observer thinks the output is generated
by a human. This is how Alan Turing first described it in his 1951
paper "Computing Machinery and Intelligence." In practice, Turing's
definition of AI can be broadly applied to computers performing tasks
previously done by human beings at a comparable or higher level.

An overnight sensation, 67 years in the making
Almost seven decades after Turing's paper, AI is finally about to
realize its potential, we believe, thanks to the huge strides made in
computing power, storage, networking and software platforms. In
the longer term, AI will likely function as a broad horizontal tech-
nology platform with the potential to fundamentally change how
many industries operate. Its initial beneficiaries will likely be the com-
panies that provide the underlying technologies and products that
underpin it.

AI – what it is and what it isn't
AI is typically used as a blanket term to describe what are actually three
very different forms of the technology – narrow AI, artificial general
intelligence (AGI) and artificial super intelligence (ASI) – that have very
different applications, effects and adoption timelines. Similarly, many
equate machine learning, neural nets and deep learning with AI,
while they are actually individual technologies and techniques among
other AI components. Lastly, AI is not a panacea that solves problems
autonomously, but instead requires significant human guidance in
terms of designing, implementing and directing component systems.

Symbolic learning systems use data based on human-readable/under-
standable problems, essentially trying to replicate human reason and
intuition. This branch of AI was the focus of most research and devel-
opment efforts in the 1990s. But the rapid decline in the cost of com-
puting power and the explosion of data have resulted in a surge of
machine learning.

Machine learning can be thought of as the ability of an AI system
to automatically learn and improve a solution without being explicitly
programmed to do so. To "learn automatically" is not the same as

Fig. 4: Enabling technologies expected to post
CAGR of 12.8% during 2017-25
Industry revenues in USD bn
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Fig. 5: With AI, machine intelligence will con-
verge with human intelligence

Source: Dreamstime, UBS
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to "learn autonomously," as most machine learning systems require
some human direction regarding data and desired outcome.

Fig. 6: A hierarchy of artificial intelligence
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We all experience machine learning (ML) in some form today.
For instance, Google Maps and Waze use it to help us navigate
traffic using real-time data. Ride sharing company Uber uses ML to
determine car availability and pricing in real time. Social media plat-
forms use ML to identify and automatically tag friends and family in
pictures, and are rapidly investing in it (and other AI tools) to fight
"fake news" and objectionable content. E-commerce companies use
ML for product suggestions, customization and fraud detection. And,
of course, our mobile devices all use ML in offering personal assis-
tance.

Weak AI is already at work in our everyday lives
In the near term, a relatively wide and rapid adoption of narrow
or weak AI appears likely. Narrow AI typically focuses on a single
task within relatively narrow parameters. It tends to rely on statistical
analysis to help it identify patterns and correlations in very large sets of
data. It is currently used in many consumer and business applications.

For instance, many emerging cyber-security products and services
depend on it to identify anomalies in network traffic, user behavior
and application performance that may indicate a security breach.
Online customer support increasingly uses "chatbots," or computer
programs, based on narrow AI that aim to replicate and even improve
the customer experience. Retailers increasingly call on it to suggest
products to consumers or drive purchases with well-timed, well-
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placed promotional offers. Banks also use AI in their fraud detection
efforts ranging from anomaly detection to voice-printing.

While all of these developments are interesting, the real long-term
promise is in the advance toward AGI and, ultimately, ASI.

Narrow AI can have wide-ranging impact
The everyday instances of AI that affect us fall into the narrow AI
category. While AGI and ASI may sound more exciting (and perhaps
a bit scary), they are beyond our time frame for investment for now.
But narrow AI not only plays an important role in our lives already, it
can drive significant value.

In the near term, industry analyst Gartner believes narrow AI solu-
tions will focus on three efforts: improving the customer experience,
reducing the cost of existing products and services through new-
found efficiencies, and increasing revenue from new opportunities.

While these areas may seem pedestrian compared to the popular
media's presentation of AI, Gartner sees significant potential for AI to
influence economies and markets over the longer term, and expects
it to produce business value of USD 3.9trn by 2022.

AI spending likely to grow 5x global IT spending
UBS expects AI industry revenues to grow from USD 7.2bn in 2017
to USD 43bn in 2025, an average annual growth rate of 25%. While
that represents more than five times the average global IT spending
growth, we still believe our estimates are conservative: AI improve-
ments in terms of computing power, machine learning and deep
learning capabilities, availability of talent and enterprise adoption
could surprise to the upside.

Fig. 7: AI revenue expected to post CAGR of
25%during 2017-25
Industry revenues in USD bn
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Augmented reality and virtual reality
AR/VR applications are still in their infancy but are set to transform
many industries over the next decade as the technology matures.
AR overlays digital imagery onto the real world, while VR refers to
an artificial environment normally generated by a computer that can
be experienced by the user in a seemingly real or physical way. An
example of AR is using a clear headset like Google Glasses or a smart-
phone camera in the game Pokémon Go to overlay information. VR
uses opaque headsets like the one in Fig. 8 to immerse the user in
a virtual world.

AR/VR holds promise in three major areas – entertainment, gaming/
simulation and retail. As the gaming industry is already an early
adopter of motion-sensing technologies, we consider it low-hanging
fruit. Simulation is also an important growth market as AR/VR can
be used in military or healthcare anatomy simulations. Meanwhile,
the entertainment industry should get a big boost from AR/VR due
to its wide reach. For example, live sports events currently suffer from
limited seating, but with VR the problem is solved to some extent:
users can enjoy an almost-live experience with the VR device. While
the retail sector has already been disrupted by e-commerce, AR/VR
is likely to take disruption to another level. For instance, in apparel
shopping or home furnishing, consumers can leverage it to experience
in advance how clothes or furniture look before buying them.

As such, we see wide use cases for AR and VR emerging in the next
few years across many industries like banking, retail, media, etc. Inter-
estingly, research is currently underway on converging both AR and
VR into mixed reality where virtual renderings interact with the real
world. We believe significant advances in sensor and graphics tech-
nologies should accelerate innovation and explode the use cases.

The combined size of AR and VR industry stood at USD 8bn last year.
Based on industry estimates (Goldman Sachs) it is expected to reach
USD 107bn in 2025. While most of today's sales are hardware, the mix
of both AR and VR software should rise significantly, in our view, as
devices become cheaper and the availability of software content rises.
Also, while the industry will likely be driven by VR in the near term,
AR structurally holds more promise due to its user-friendly features
and potential for scalability.

Fig. 8: Virtual reality device

Source: Dreamstime, UBS

Fig. 9: AR/VR revenues expected to grow 13.3x
during 2017-25
Industry revenues in USD bn
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Big data
Thanks to rapid urbanization in emerging markets, we expect the
global internet user base to increase by 2bn from last year to 2027,
and for internet penetration to reach 75%. This trend, the prolifer-
ation of connected devices and solid enterprise data trends should
lead to an exponential increase in consumer data. According to IDC,
EMC and Bloomberg Intelligence, the annual size of the data universe
is expected to reach 44 zettabytes by 2020, more than 50 times what
it was in 2010. As seen in Fig. 10, we anticipate the global data uni-
verse to expand by a factor of more than 10 from 2020 to 2030,
reaching 456 zettabytes – equivalent to 840 iPhones (64 GB) per
person.

Despite what these figures suggest, we think only a tiny fraction of
digital data is being fully exploited – i.e. data that, if analyzed properly,
could save either costs or maximize revenue for companies. Examples
of such applications include a public utility analyzing power use pat-
terns to make electricity distribution more effective, or correlations
being identified in scientific data from independent studies.

Still, we see promise in big data technology as a solution to data
analysis problems. Big data technology, which should not be confused
with the big growth in data, refers to analytics used to extract value
from large and untapped pools of data that are generally too complex
to manipulate with standard methods or tools. As most generated
data is unstructured, non-traditional technologies like big data, which
mainly include standards like Hadoop, NoSQL and MapReduce, are
employed to analyze data and add value to business.

On the enterprise side, big data analytics tools are widely used by
retailers like Walmart and e-commerce companies like Amazon and
Alibaba to generate more business. Other corporations have started
to raise spending on big data tools to try to reduce costs and generate
revenue from new sources. Big data analytics can help online retailers
make product recommendations based on what other customers with
a similar profile have bought and provide instant coupons to effect
the purchase. And they can enable utilities and manufacturers to
translate the huge amount of data generated by their operations into
actionable insights that improve supply/demand management and
predictive maintenance.

According to IDC and Bloomberg Intelligence, revenue for the global
big data market stood at USD 143bn last year. We expect it to grow by
8% CAGR from 2017 to 2025, or twice the average growth in enter-
prise IT spending. Our estimates are conservative as we believe greater
adoption by emerging market companies could provide an upside sur-
prise. As a result, we expect big data market revenues to reach USD
285bn in 2025 and represent the second-largest addressable market
within enabling technologies.

Fig. 10: More than 10x growth expected in data
from 2020 to 2030
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Fig. 11: Big data market revenues expected to
grow by CAGR of 8% during 2017-25
Industry revenues in USD bn
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Cloud computing
IT architectures are evolving rapidly. The gains in computing power,
storage capacity and networking speeds over the past decade have
been breathtaking. The emergence of mobile, the increased focus on
data and analytics, and a constant need to provide better solutions
at lower costs are driving chief information officers (CIOs) and chief
technology officers (CTOs) to reconsider the fundamental nature of
IT. No wonder cloud computing is the topic du jour in technology.

The democratization of IT
In the past, a significant divide existed between the technology used
by large enterprises and that used by small and medium-sized busi-
nesses. But cloud alters the economic landscape of IT for businesses.
We believe the rise of cloud technology is democratizing IT as it
enables small and medium-sized businesses to use enterprise-class
applications. This is best exemplified by the growing success of
software-as-a-service (SaaS). Over time, SaaS will enable firms of all
sizes to develop innovative applications in areas such as big data ana-
lytics and AI without making significant up-front capital investments
by leveraging the advanced services available from cloud providers.

Cloud changes the delivery model and economics of IT
The financial media and tech industry analysts often discuss "the
cloud" without precisely defining the term, instead using it as a
generic catch-all. But investors need to understand cloud both as a
service delivery model and an ownership one. The two are related
but not interchangeable, and understanding the difference is crucial
when evaluating opportunities in the rapidly changing tech world.

In a traditional IT environment, teams of IT professionals provide and
support physical assets, including servers, storage and networking.
Above this layer, other teams provide support and develop IT solu-
tions that include operating systems, databases that applications run
on and tools used by application developers. Applications are at the
highest level and are used by employees to ultimately drive business
outcomes for either internal or external customers. Security is also
a critical function whose importance is only now being recognized.
Unfortunately, security professionals face an increasingly complex
environment.

Cloud changes IT delivery by virtualizing many of the services currently
being delivered as discrete offerings. This is done by virtualizing the
underlying IT resources. Virtualization utilizes a layer of software that
is then used to present the underlying individual elements as a pool
of resources. These pooled resources are accessible to users as on-
demand resources.

Cloud is on-demand, pooled computing
This model of an on-demand, pooled-resource contrasts starkly with
traditional IT architectures. For example, an application developer
rolling out a new app in a traditional IT architecture would need to
have servers, storage and networking hardware provisioned by the
respective hardware teams. The developer would also likely need to
acquire the rights to use an operating system and middleware from

Fig. 12: Cloud computing image

Source: Dreamstime, UBS
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another team, provision databases from a fourth team and have the
entire project secured by yet another team.

Paas, Iaas, SaaS – IT anyway you like it
In a cloud-based world, the software developer could simply go to
a cloud service provider, provide a credit card number and instantly
have access to all the necessary tools to develop and roll out an
application. This is done through infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) or
platform-as-a-service (PaaS), with the main difference between them
being the level of service offered; PaaS offerings typically include the
hardware resources but not the software (operating systems, mid-
dleware, databases, etc.), while IaaS typically includes all the tools and
infrastructure needed. Regardless of the cloud flavor, this model of
computing allows IT to be accessed and consumed in any preferred
manner.

Whatever the delivery method or service, cloud computing has five
key characteristics:

1. Cloud is on-demand IT allowing for automated provisioning of
computing, storing, networking and software from a service
provider (such as Amazon or Microsoft). It contrasts with tradi-
tional IT, which is hierarchical and typically requires significant
human intervention to provision and deliver services.

2. Cloud is a network-based service that can be delivered and
consumed across multiple platforms (PCs, thin clients, laptops,
smartphones, tablets) and over multiple networks (private, public
Internet).

3. The cloud model depends on the sharing of pooled IT resources
across users, typically referred to as "multitenancy." In this case,
"users" either can be employees within an organization sharing
IT assets in a private cloud in a company-owned data center or
multiple companies sharing IT assets owned and managed by a
cloud service provider.

4. Cloud computing is elastic. Customers can scale up or scale
down computing, storage and network resources as needed. No
infrastructure is required.

5. Cloud is billed ratably, like a utility and unlike traditional IT, which
requires large capital investment upfront for computing, storing,
networking and applications. In addition to upfront capital costs,
IT organizations also bear operating costs, including personnel,
building, power and cooling. These costs can be significant, with
some industry analysts suggesting that operating costs can be
75% of the total cost of the data center.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of traditional IT and cloud IT stacks
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Private, public and hybrid – choose your economics
In addition to defining cloud across IaaS, PaaS and SaaS, cloud com-
puting is also defined by its ownership model. Most people are
familiar with the public cloud model as offered by Amazon AWS,
Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud Platform. In these services, the
underlying IT architecture is owned and maintained by the cloud
service provider.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, some larger corporations have
private clouds, or IT environments that satisfy all five criteria discussed
above but are owned and maintained by the corporation rather than
a third-party service provider. Private clouds aim to offer the same ser-
vices (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) and benefits (automation, scalability, mul-
titenancy and utility-like billing) as public cloud providers, but often
at lower cost since owning the assets is often cheaper than "renting"
them over the long term.

Hybrid cloud operates in the middle ground, in which applications
running in a private cloud environment "burst" into a public cloud for
excess or flexible capacity as needed. It can also refer to an application
that has some components running "on premise" in a private cloud
while others run in a public cloud service.

Of the three cloud computing models, hybrid cloud will ultimately be
adopted fastest, in our view. It offers the flexibility and agility of public
cloud along with the economics of private cloud, especially for larger
IT organizations. Also, hybrid cloud brings the potential for IT depart-
ments to "insource" mission critical workloads and "outsource" less
critical applications.

Fig. 14: Public cloud spending vs. global IT
spending
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Significant scope for growth
Cloud as an investment theme has almost led to fatigue, in our view.
But data from industry research firm Gartner and Bloomberg Intelli-
gence suggests it is still in the early days of its growth.

Fig. 14 shows that spending on public cloud services (i.e. spending
with Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, etc.) was only
5% of total IT spending last year, and is only expected to account
for 7% next year. Estimates of the market sizes of private and hybrid
cloud are not available, but, based on Gartner and Bloomberg Intelli-
gence, the size of the total cloud market was USD 260bn in 2017. We
expect the market to grow by 9% CAGR and reach USD 520bn by
2025, and comprise close to mid-high teens of overall IT spending. We
consider our estimate reasonable given the increased market share
gains for cloud companies fueled by increased enterprise adoption.

Regardless of how one sizes the market, it appears clear to us
that there is a significant multiyear growth opportunity ahead for
companies exposed to cloud computing. These opportunities span
hardware, software and services across the entire IT spending land-
scape.

Fig. 15: Cloud market expected to grow by CAGR
of 9% during 2017-25
Industry revenues in USD bn
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5G
5G is the next phase in the evolution of wireless technology. As
with previous generations, it will boost wireless broadband speeds
and lower costs. Importantly, when fully implemented, it is expected
to enable autonomous driving, massive internet of things (IoT) and
telemedicine, among other applications. In the intermediate term, 5G
will be deployed as an alternative broadband access technology, with
this "third pipe" of fixed wireless access potentially spurring new com-
petition.

A unified network that enables new applications
We believe 5G's importance will be measured more by the
applications it enables rather than the underlying technological
advancement. Industry association 5G Americas sees five major ones:
• Fixed wireless access (FWA) will provide high-speed broadband to

consumers wirelessly and open up new opportunities for wireless
carriers, which will be able to compete with incumbent wireline
and cable providers globally. FWA is on track to be the first com-
mercially deployed 5G service, with initial deployments planned
for this year.

• Enhanced mobile broadband (EMB) will provide exceptionally
high bandwidth (up to 10Gbps peak) to large numbers of users in
difficult networking environments (e.g., concert-goers in a large
stadium and passengers on high-speed transportation).

• Enhanced multimedia applications will enable 4K and 8K video
transmission across a variety of conditions for applications
including entertainment, manufacturing and public safety.

• Connected vehicles will use 5G standards for vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-pedestrian
(V2P) communications that will support the safety requirements
of autonomous driving.

Fig. 16: Theoretical peak download speeds
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• Massive IoT will enable the deployment of large numbers of low
power sensors in areas such as agriculture, smart cities, indus-
trial/manufacturing, and utilities.

Standards still evolving
5G is now defined more as a set of requirements than technologies,
which has left its proponents open to criticism that this next gener-
ation of wireless is simply an industry marketing tool. While there
may be some truth to this, the reality, in our view, is that marketing
hype always arrives before the technology, and 5G is no different. We
believe the current open-ended definition of 5G reflects the view that
this next generation of wireless is seen by proponents as a platform
rather than just another "G."

5G changes much more than just the radio network
One of the common criticisms of 5G is that, unlike previous gener-
ations of wireless, it does not significantly change the radio access
network in terms of technology or efficiency. But we think this crit-
icism misses the mark.

In the wireless portion of the network, existing technologies such as
MIMO (multiple input, multiple output) antenna and QAM (quadra-
trure amplitude modulation) are further refined to markedly boost
capacity and transmission speeds.

Widespread deployment of 5G will require widespread availability
of new spectrum. Current wireless networks typically use low band
spectrum, which offers relatively long-distance transmission but at rel-
atively slow speeds. 5G networks will utilize more mid- and high-band
spectrum that offers greater speeds at the expense of reach.

Most importantly, the underlying network will evolve and require that
new technologies be developed across each key piece of the wireless
network, including radio access, transport and the core network.

5G will depend less on traditional macro base stations and more
on small cells, or miniaturized base stations, that will be deployed
in greater numbers to offset the lack of reach in higher bandwidth
spectrum. Small cells are much cheaper than macro stations, and will
also likely be managed remotely.

A platform approach
We think 5G will be defined as much by what it does as by what it
is. As discussed above, its networks will be tasked with supporting
multiple applications and services with varying needs and network
requirements. For instance, autonomous driving may utilize cloud-
based decision making based on real-time telemetry data, which
would require extremely low latency. (As noted, leading vendors have
suggested latency of 1 millisecond, or the same time it takes a human
to react to something in front of her eyes.) But beyond latency in
the RAN, autonomous driving will require fast backhaul and the pro-
cessing of real-time information in data centers.

A large battery-powered sensor network might require the cell to
operate at extremely low power to preserve battery life. This may
be achieved by having low-power small cells. Finally, a massive IoT
deployment may have to operate under narrow-band IoT standards
that will require a cell site to manage a large number of cells. This
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would require a network that can provide extremely high capacity
connections to manage a large number of small cells.

Existing 4G technology could support these examples, but each use
case would require a dedicated network, leaving carriers with high
capital costs and operational complexity. But 5G as a flexible platform
is expected to serve each very different use case due to its highly vir-
tualized nature. Rather than dedicated equipment that performs dis-
crete tasks, 5G networks will have a greater mix of software control
running on commodity servers.

This increased level of virtualization will permit flexibility and agility
that will cause carrier systems to look more like modern cloud
service provider networks rather than traditional wireless networks.
For example, a core feature of 5G will be network slicing, a software
based application that creates "virtual" networks that can be opti-
mized for a given application. A virtual network can be "spun up"
or "spun down" as needed, and the entire network can operate at
higher capacity and thereby lower costs. In this example, 5G will look
remarkably like IaaS and PaaS offerings.

5G is the infrastructure that carriers have always wanted but
couldn't have (until now)
The industry view is that 5G networks should deliver unparalleled
scale, flexible control and extremely low costs. This scale and flexi-
bility in particular contrasts with prior wireless network generations
that were generally purpose built for a narrow range of applications
(1G/2G were voice-centric, 3G/4G focused on broadband data) and
that scale linear relative to traffic. Some of the expected 5G require-
ments and the associated benefits include:

1. Low latency: It is expected to be only 1 millisecond, or the same
amount of time it takes the human eye to respond, which will
be critical for autonomous driving. A car traveling 50 mph will
have a 36.5ft delay when braking if there is 0.5 second latency.
At the targeted 1 millisecond, the brake can be engaged in less
than a foot of travel.

2. Higher speeds: A draft report released on 22 February 2017 by
the International Telecommunications Union specifies that a 5G
cell should be capable of providing 20Gbps service. While service
to individual users will be lower, 5G download speed is expected
to be 20x that of 4G, and the effective speed should be higher
due to implementation of beam forming and massive MIMO.

3. Higher capacity: 5G networks should support unprecedented
capacity as measured in device numbers. Ericsson envisions 5G
networks providing connectivity for up to 1 million low-power
sensors per square kilometer. The same network should also
provide as much as 20Mbps service on demand at sporting
events.

4. Flexibility: 1G through 4G wireless standards were essentially
built for purpose, evolving from simple voice to broadband con-
nectivity. 5G is anticipated to be a platform that will enable
numerous applications, from autonomous driving and fixed
wireless access to telemedicine, smart cities and VR/AR. 5G net-

Fig. 17: 5G connections - mobile vs. IoT
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Fig. 18: 5G market revenues expected to grow by
75x during 2017-25
Industry revenues in USD bn
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works will serve as a flexible platform that can use different ser-
vices as needed.

It is this platform approach that will allow 5G to enable multiple
applications on the same infrastructure. As seen in Fig. 17, IDC and
Bloomberg Intelligence expect 5G IoT connections to outpace mobile
connections in the US by 2022.

Based on the major public announcements by major global telecom
operators, the addressable market for 5G equipment market is still at
the nascent stage, with revenues of around USD 2bn. We expect it to
grow by 75x from 2017 to 2025, with total 5G equipment revenue
reaching USD 150bn by 2025.

The only constant in enabling technologies is
change
As the saying goes, the only constant in technology is change. The
scope of our enabling technologies theme will continue to expand as
more powerful technology trends emerge. Take the evolution of the
computing cycle: it has progressed in such a way that every cycle has
lasted for at least 10–15 years and expanded the addressable market
by a factor of almost 10. The annual addressable market for main-
frames was only 1m units; microcomputers upped the addressable
market to 50m units yearly in the 1980s. This was followed by an
explosion during the PC era, when annual PC shipments expanded
to more than 100m units. Smart devices, which include both smart-
phones and tablet PCs, revolutionized the consumer user experience
with touchscreens and apps, resulting in over 1bn units shipped per
year. The IoT marked the fifth computing cycle a few years ago and is
gathering momentum as it lives up to the previous cycles' evolution of
further miniaturization and 10x industry growth. During each cycle,
different enabling technologies powered the computing cycles, so
understanding and identifying "the next big thing" is imperative due
to the evolving nature of technology.

For instance, blockchain is an enabling technology that holds signif-
icant promise. The addressable market may be limited at this stage,
but the distributed ledger nature of the technology makes putting it
on the radar worthwhile, in our view. We have identified six indus-
tries where its impact will be primarily felt: financials, manufacturing,
healthcare, public services, utilities and the sharing economy. While
the use cases in financials, like trade finance and issuing tokens, are
well documented, in other industries it can solve key problems; for
instance, in healthcare it can help by providing anonymized clinical
data as part of a distributed ledger and permitting inspection agencies
like the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or research institutes
to access only relevant information while maintaining patient confi-
dentiality. In the sharing economy, blockchain's identity management
solutions fit well by helping build trust and making networks more
secure by managing the integrity of user reviews.

Other potential enabling technologies range from quantum com-
puting to foldable displays. Most are in the early stage of their
development, and significant research needs to be done before they
become mainstream. That said, investors should have a dynamic

Fig. 19: The evolution of computing cycles
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approach and monitor developments as a significant breakthrough
may accelerate their adoption.

Investment implications
With technology advances set to continue, demand for enabling tech-
nologies should remain strong. Based on our analysis, the combined
addressable market for the five major enabling technologies discussed
in this report should grow from USD 420bn last year to USD 1.1trn
in 2025, or at an average annual growth rate of 12.8%. Given their
software and semiconductor mix, we expect margins for enabling
technologies to expand moderately, resulting in a low-double-digit
rate of earnings growth over the next decade. Fig. 20 shows the
earnings growth potential of our theme, which should be one of
the fastest-growing ones globally over the next decade. Investors,
in our view, will be best rewarded by taking a diversified exposure
to it, focusing on software and semiconductor companies that have
superior pricing power and high barriers to entry.

Risks
Key negative risks include, but are not limited to:

a) Tighter regulations around emerging disruptive trends that could
slow industry growth. Favorable or limited regulations are a key
growth driver for the industry, which results in increased demand for
many technologies like AI and cloud, so more regulation could brake
adoption rates.

b) Data privacy and consumer protection concerns. Data is the fuel
that powers many enabling technologies. Companies leverage it to
provide a wide range of disruptive services, Any potential data breach
or cyber crime is a risk. Still, our other Longer Term Investment theme
"Security and safety" highlights opportunities from the broader trend
of rising spending on cyber security. Additionally, lower consumer pro-
tection compared to traditional products can also slow adoption.

c) While enabling technologies continue to gain market share within
IT spending, a weaker-than-expected global IT spending environment
due to persistent and significant business uncertainty may weigh on
overall industry growth prospects.

d) The emerging nature of enabling technologies means the potential
list of winners will likely be more dynamic and should continue to
evolve. So investors need to pursue a diversified approach when
investing in the theme.

Key positive risks are industry consolidation, including more M&A
transactions, which would boost industry valuations, and more
favorable regulations that would increase demand for enabling tech-
nologies.

Fig. 20: Strong earnings growth expected to
continue for enabling technology companies
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Appendix

Terms and Abbreviations
Term / Abbreviation Description / Definition Term / Abbreviation Description / Definition
A actual i.e. 2010A bn Billion
CAGR Compound annual growth rate COM Common shares
E expected i.e. 2011E Shares o/s Shares outstanding
UP Underperform: The stock is expected to

underperform the sector benchmark
CIO UBS WM Chief Investment Office
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